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The double spin asymmetry in the e p ! e 0 p 1 n reaction has been measured for the first time in the
resonance region for four-momentum transfer Q 2 苷 0.35 1.5 GeV2 . Data were taken at Jefferson Lab
with the CLAS detector using a 2.6 GeV polarized electron beam incident on a polarized solid NH3
target. Comparison with predictions of phenomenological models shows strong sensitivity to resonance
contributions. Helicity-1兾2 transitions are found to be dominant in the second and third resonance regions. The measured asymmetry is consistent with a faster rise with Q 2 of the helicity asymmetry A1
for the F15 共1680兲 resonance than expected from the analysis of the unpolarized data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.88.082001

Measurements of the spin structure of exclusive pion
production provide a new approach to an understanding
of the structure of baryon resonances, which has been
the subject of experimental and theoretical studies for
many years [1]. The nucleon and its resonant states
can, in principle, be described by QCD in terms of their
elementary constituents, i.e., quarks and gluons. The
complex, nonperturbative nature of resonance transitions
makes this a difficult task, not fully accessible with
the currently employed techniques of QCD. Therefore
models continue to play an important role in the interpretation of the data and in attempts of obtaining a better
understanding of the effective degrees underlying nucleon
structure in the regime of confinement. Electroexcitation
of resonances is a powerful tool to address these issues.
In electroproduction, the transition to resonant states
is characterized by the transverse helicity amplitudes
A1兾2 and A3兾2 and by the longitudinal amplitude S1兾2 ,
where 1兾2 and 3兾2 refer to the total helicity of the g ⴱ N
system. The Q 2 dependence of these amplitudes yields
information on the spin structure of the transition and
on the wave function of the excited state. Models of
baryon resonances, especially constituent quark models
[2–5], make predictions for these quantities and can be
tested via comparison with the measured amplitudes.
Comparison with experimental data requires proper
treatment of the hadronic final state and inplementation
of the nonresonant part of the pion production amplitude, which are usually not included in quark models.
Phenomenological models, such as MAID [6] and AO
[7], parametrize the full amplitude through inclusion of
s-channel resonances, nonresonant terms, and decay into
the pion channel from pion-nucleon scattering experiments. Such models can therefore predict the full pion
082001-2
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electroproduction cross section and polarization asymmetries. Sensitivity to quark model predictions can be
studied by varying the resonant contributions according
to the models.
Single pion production has been one of the main sources
of information for these studies. However, most of these
experiments have been limited to the measurement of the
unpolarized cross section. Only recently have technological developments in polarized sources and targets opened
new possibilities for the study of polarization observables.
These quantities provide important new constraints for the
extraction of the resonance parameters. Double polarization experiments directly probe the helicity structure of
the reaction, allowing the separation of the helicity amplitudes A1兾2 and A3兾2 without the complex analysis of the
full angular distribution that is necessary for unpolarized
measurements. Double spin observables in single pion
photoproduction have been measured in recent experiments at the Mainz accelerator [8], while only recoil
polarization measurements have been performed in
electroproduction [9]. In addition to a highly polarized
beam and target, or the use of recoil polarimeters, these
measurements require a large acceptance detector to
measure the full angular distribution of the outgoing pion
and to compensate for the relatively low luminosity that
polarized solid targets can tolerate.
In this Letter we present the first measurement of
double spin asymmetry in e p ! e 0 p 1 n, performed with
the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [10]
in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. CLAS provides the large angular coverage that is necessary for the study of resonance
decays. It is a magnetic spectrometer based on a six-coil
torus magnet whose field is primarily oriented along
the azimuthal direction. The particle detection system
082001-2
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includes drift chambers for track reconstruction [11], scintillation counters for the time of flight measurement [12],
Čerenkov counters for electron-pion discrimination [13],
and electromagnetic calorimeters to identify electrons and
neutrals [14]. Charged particles can be detected and identified for momenta down to 0.2 GeV. With the polarized
target inserted in the field-free region at the center of the
detector, the acceptance for polar angles is restricted to
the regions 8± , u , 50± and 75± , u , 105±.
Data were taken at a beam energy of 2.6 GeV. The
electron beam, with an average longitudinal polarization of
70%, was incident on a cylindrical 1.5 cm diameter 1 cm
length target cell filled with solid NH3 pellets. The beam
helicity was flipped at a rate of 1 Hz in a pseudorandom
sequence to minimize systematic effects. The target material was maintained at a temperature of 1 K in a 5 T
magnetic field generated by a superconducting Helmholtz
magnet with its axis on the beam line. A proton polarization of 50%–70% parallel to the beam was obtained by the
technique of dynamic nuclear polarization [15]. The scattered electron was detected by a coincidence of Čerenkov
counter and electromagnetic calorimeter. The positive pion
was identified in coincidence with the electron by comparing its momentum, determined from the reconstructed
track, and its time of flight, as measured by the scintillators. A cut on the reconstructed missing mass from the
e0 p 1 system of 0.85 , Mx , 1.05 GeV was used to select the exclusive ep 1 n final state (see Fig. 1).
The cross section of p 1 electroproduction with polarized beam and target can be written as
s 苷 s0 1 Pe se 1 Pp sp 1 Pe Pp sep ,

(1)

where s0 is the unpolarized cross section and Pe and Pp
refer to the electron and proton polarization, respectively.
X
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Data with different combinations of the electron and proton polarization were used to isolate the double spin term,
sep , and to extract the double spin asymmetry, defined
as Aep 苷 2sep 兾s0 . After integrating over the pion azimuthal center-of-mass angle fpⴱ , this quantity can be parametrized as [16]
p
A1 1 hA2
Aep 苷 1 2 e 2 cosug
,
(2)
1 1 eR
where e 苷 关1 1 2jqj2 兾Q 2 tanue 兾2兴21 is the virtual photon polarization, q is the three-vector momentum transfer,
ug is the angle between the target spin and
p the virtualphoton momentum direction, h 苷 tanug 2e兾共1 1 e兲,
and R is the longitudinal-transverse cross section ratio
sL 兾sT . The structure function A1 is the virtual photon
helicity asymmetry,
jA1兾2 j2 2 jA3兾2 j2
,
(3)
A1 苷
jA1兾2 j2 1 jA3兾2 j2
while A2 is a longitudinal-transverse interference term. In
p 1 electroproduction, the longitudinal coupling is due to
the pion-pole contribution and to the resonance excitation. Analysis of unpolarized measurements, as the one
of Ref. [17], and predictions of models such as MAID
and AO showed that the longitudinal resonance couplings
are smaller than the transverse ones. This has been confirmed in the P33 共1232兲 region by the recent measurement
of Ref. [18]. The asymmetry Aep is therefore expected to
be dominated by the purely transverse term A1 .
The e0 p 1 n events were accumulated in bins of Q 2 ,
W, and cosupⴱ . To increase statistics, the data were integrated over the azimuthal angle fpⴱ . Geometrical cuts
were used to select the high efficiency regions of the detector excluding the edges of the Čerenkov counter and of the
drift chambers, and malfunctioning scintillators. For each
event, the center-of-mass phi-averaged acceptance was analytically calculated by projecting the fiducial acceptance
into the center-of-mass frame. The systematic uncertainty
on the asymmetry due to the acceptance evaluation was
estimated to be ⬃0.01 0.02. The double spin asymmetry
was then obtained as

1250

Aep 苷

1000
750
500
250
O0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.25

1.5

1.75

2

Mx(GeV)
FIG. 1. Missing mass distribution for the reaction ep !
e0 p 1 X. The three overlapping histograms represent the NH3
(solid line), nuclear background (dashed line), and derived
hydrogen (filled histogram) spectra, respectively. The shape
of the neutron peak is affected by radiative effects which are
responsible of the tail on the right side of the peak.
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N 共"#兲 1 N共#"兲 2 N共""兲 2 N共##兲
1
,
fPe Pp N 共"#兲 1 N共#"兲 1 N共""兲 1 N共##兲

(4)

where N represents the yields of the exclusive e0 p 1 n final
state, the arrows in parentheses refer to the electron and
proton spin orientation, and f denotes the dilution factor
for the NH3 target. The asymmetry 共A1 1 hA2 兲兾共1 1
eR兲 was extracted
dividing the double spin asymmetry by
p
the factor 1 2 e 2 cosug .
The dilution factor represents the fraction of events
originating from polarized-target nucleons and accounts
for the contribution of the nuclear background from the
liquid helium, 15 N, and vacuum windows in the target.
Separate measurements on 12 C and liquid helium were
used to model the nuclear background distribution, shown
as the dashed line in Fig. 1. The background spectrum
082001-3
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was normalized to the NH3 spectrum in the tail of the missing mass peak 共Mx , 0.85 GeV兲 where only nuclear reactions can contribute. The systematic error on the measured
asymmetry associated with this procedure was estimated to
be ⬃0.04. A subsequent measurement made directly with
a solid 15 N target confirmed the validity of this method
used to extract the dilution factor.
The beam and target polarizations, Pe and Pp , were
routinely monitored during data taking by a Møller polarimeter and a NMR system, respectively. A more precise
value of the product Pe Pp was extracted from the simultaneously measured asymmetry for elastic electron-proton
scattering, which depends on only the known proton form
factors and the kinematics. Elastic events were selected by
measuring the momentum and angle of the scattered electron. An independent analysis was performed with elastic
events from electron-proton coincidences. The results obtained with these different elastic event selections were in
excellent agreement. The error due to uncertainties in the
parametrization of the form factors was estimated as 1%,
and the overall relative accuracy in Pe Pp was 2% 3%.
Radiative corrections were calculated using a Monte
Carlo integration of the Mo and Tsai formula [19]. Two
different models [6,7] were used to generate the Born cross
section and the discrepancy in the calculated asymmetries
共⬃0.01 0.02兲 was used as an estimate of the model dependency of the correction.
Systematic effects deriving from the event selection, as
for example the missing mass cut, were studied by varying
the selection criteria. The total systematic error on the
double spin asymmetry due to all sources discussed was
estimated to be on the average ⬃0.05 0.06, which is much
smaller than the statistical error.
The double spin asymmetry was evaluated in three Q 2
bins ranging from 0.35 1.5 GeV2 , and in three bins in the
angular range 0.25 , cosupⴱ , 1.0, where the acceptance
is complete. For each Q 2 and cosupⴱ bin, the W dependence was measured from 1.12 GeV up to a maximum of
1.96 GeV. The results were compared to the MAID [6]
and the AO [7] models. For the MAID model, the electromagnetic multipoles up to L 苷 5 were used to calculate
the helicity amplitudes and the resulting response functions
for this process. The cross section terms were integrated
over the same bins and acceptance covered by the data, in
order to provide a direct comparison. A similar procedure
was used for the AO calculation, starting in this case directly from the helicity amplitudes given in this program.
The Q 2 dependence of the asymmetry 共A1 1
hA2 兲兾共1 1 eR兲 integrated over cosupⴱ is shown in
Fig. 2 for four W ranges. The dotted curve represents
the pure resonance contribution as predicted by the AO
model, while the solid and dashed lines are, respectively,
the AO and MAID calculations including nonresonant
amplitudes. In the low W region, the asymmetry is
strongly affected by nonresonant processes, leading
to positive values in spite of the negative asymmetry
expected for the P33 共1232兲 state. For W . 1.48 GeV,
082001-4
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FIG. 2. Q 2 dependence of the double spin asymmetry 共A1 1
hA2 兲兾共1 1 eR兲. The error bars show the statistical error while
the shaded bands represent the systematic uncertainty. The data
are compared with the pure resonance contribution (dotted line)
predicted by the AO model [7], with the MAID [6] (dashed line)
and AO (solid line) full calculations, and with the AO prediction
obtained with a DA1 ⬃ 0.40 increase for the F15 共1680兲 (dashdotted line).

the resonance contribution becomes dominant and the
asymmetry is positive, indicating that the reaction is ruled
by the helicity-1兾2 amplitude. This is in contrast with
the helicity-3兾2 dominance observed at the photon point
[20] and indicates that a transition occurs in between
Q 2 苷 0 and the measured Q 2 range. This feature is
consistent with a strong change with Q 2 of the helicity
structure of the D13 共1520兲 and F15 共1680兲 states that are
predicted by constituent quark models [2–5] to vary from
A1 苷 21 at the photon point to A1 苷 1 at high Q 2 . In
the second resonance region (1.48 , W , 1.6 GeV)
the asymmetry is large already at small Q 2 , and slowly
approaching saturation, while in the third resonance
region (1.6 , W , 1.72 GeV) the rise with Q 2 indicates
a slower transition from helicity-3兾2 to helicity-1兾2
dominance due to the underlying F15 共1680兲.
Additional insight into the helicity structure of the process is provided by the study of the angular distribution.
Figure 3 shows the angular dependence of the asymmetry 共A1 1 hA2 兲兾共1 1 eR兲 for 0.5 , Q 2 , 0.9 GeV2 in
four different W bins. The rise at forward angles is due
to angular momentum conservation that constrains the helicity asymmetry to 1 at upⴱ 苷 0. This is evident in the
P33 共1232兲 region where the asymmetry changes sign both
because of this constraint and because of the competing
082001-4
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FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the double spin asymmetry
共A1 1 hA2 兲兾共1 1 eR兲 for 0.5 , Q 2 , 0.9 GeV2 . The error
bars show the statistical error while the shaded bands represent
the systematic uncertainty. The curves are from the same models
as in Fig. 2.

contribution of the background that is dominant at forward angles and is predicted to give a positive asymmetry. In Fig. 3 the four curves are generated in the same
way as in Fig. 2. Both models agree fairly well with our
results in the low W region. At higher W a systematic
discrepancy between the CLAS data and the MAID prediction appears for the lower cosupⴱ bin, indicating that
the model may underestimate the helicity-1兾2 contribution in the second and third resonance regions. A better
quantitative agreement is found with the AO calculations.
The AO model was modified to include a new parametrization of the resonance amplitudes for the 关70, 12 兴 multiplet
based on recent measurements of the photocoupling for the
S11 共1535兲 resonance [21,22] and predicts a larger helicity1兾2 amplitude in the second resonance region than previous parametrizations [6,23].
A study on the sensitivity to single resonance contributions was performed for the highest W interval. The
discrepancy between the data and the model predictions
shown both by the Q 2 and the angular dependence for
the highest W interval was found to be compatible with
a DA1 苷 0.40 increase of the F15 共1680兲 helicity asymmetry included in the AO model. Similar variations applied to other excited states that contribute to this W range
did not result in significant improvements in the agreement of the AO calculations with the CLAS data. This
result indicates that the already mentioned transition of
the F15 共1680兲 from helicity-3兾2 to helicity-1兾2 dominance
082001-5
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may be more rapid than what was originally implemented
in the AO and MAID models and suggested by the unpolarized data. The new Q 2 dependence indicated by the
CLAS data is in agreement with the prediction of the relativistic quark model of Ref. [4].
In conclusion, we have presented the first measurement
of the double spin asymmetry for the e p ! e 0 p 1 n channel. A comparison with phenomenological models shows
the high sensitivity of this observable to resonance contributions. The sign and magnitude of the measured asymmetry indicate the dominance of the helicity-1兾2 contribution
in the reaction, in contrast with the helicity-3兾2 dominance
observed at the photon point. The helicity flip seen at low
W is qualitatively consistent with expectations from phenomenological analyses of unpolarized data as represented
in MAID and AO, while for W . 1.6 GeV the changeover
to helicity-1兾2 dominance occurs at lower Q 2 than expected in both descriptions. This feature is in agreement
with a rapid change in the helicity structure of electromagnetic transitions in the region of the F15 共1680兲 resonance,
predicted by the relativized constituent quark model [4].
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